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Year group
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☐

S3
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Subject/Teacher Mrs McGeechan’s S1 English Class
Online activities
Our Teams page is up and running and has all of the work for your spooky story that we started preparing for in
class plus the media activities you will see below. If you’re struggling to get access, please get in touch with me
via email.
There are also some free audiobooks available on audible. Look it up on Google and listen to any of the Tween,
Teen or classic novels and short stories.

Alternative activities

·
·
·
·

1. Read a novel, story or newspaper article. Try your best to read for at least 15 minutes every day.
2. Your spooky story should be ready to write now. Below is the success criteria from class. Check
your jotter if you can’t remember what some of these terms mean or get in touch via email for
clarification. I will mark this work for you if you are able to submit it to me but if not then you can
hand it to me in person when we see each other next.
create an engaging plot using structural features of using exposition, development, climax, resolution;
use word choice, sentence structure and imagery to engage the reader.
Use language techniques to create a clear sense of setting
use description, dialogue, action to create interesting and convincing characters
Proof read my work independently and ensure it is accurate

3. Media task for the week.
Watching for Enjoyment
You will watch something that you expect to enjoy.
• Explain why you expect to enjoy whatever you choose.
• Watch your choice.
• Explain whether or not it met your expectations, giving at least three pieces of evidence.
• Evaluate how successfully your choice entertained you. Over the next few weeks you will go into more
detail with these comments.
If you are able to access teams, this activity can be shared in the ‘posts’ section for us all to see. If not, we will
discuss what we accessed when we are back at school.

Enjoy these tasks and please get in touch if you need help.

